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Solar neutrino
Standard scenario
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Solar neutrino
Recent results
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The Borexino detector. Schematic view of the 
‘onion-like’ structure of the Borexino apparatus. From outside to inside: 
the external water tank; the Stainless Steel Sphere, where about 2,200 

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are mounted; the outermost nylon vessel, 
which serves as a barrier against radon; the innermost nylon vessel, which 
contains 300 t of liquid scintillator, the active detection medium.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.

Borexino

Super-K
New observations were 
reported one after another. 
Its measurement precision 
becomes better and better.



Solar neutrino
Metallicity problem
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Heavy element abundance:
Z/X=0.02292 (GS98)    -> HZ model 
Z/X=0.01780 (AGSS09) -> LZ model

Corresponding abundances by mass of H, He, more than He 
are traditionally denoted by X, Y, Z, respectively.

3. Results

Here we present the main results of the B16 SSMs for GS98
and AGSS09met compositions and discuss differences with
respect to our previous SFII models. Table 4 presents a
summary of the most relevant quantities linked to the
calibration of SSMs and helioseismic quantities. In Table 5,
we quantify the agreement between SSMs and solar data and
Table 6 gives results for solar neutrino !uxes. Model errors and
theoretical correlations among observable quantities have been
obtained from MC simulations that are discussed in!some detail
in Section 4.

3.1. Helioseismology

Two helioseismic quantities widely used in assessing the
quality of SSMs are the surface helium abundance YS and the
location of the bottom of the convective envelope RCZ. Both
are listed in Table 4 together with the corresponding seismic
values. The model errors associated with these quantities are
larger in B16 models than previously computed Bahcall et al.
(2006) generations of SSMs because of the different treatment
of uncertainties in radiative opacities (see Section 4 for details).
Compared to SFII models, we "nd a small decrease in the
predicted YS by 0.0003 for both compositions and a decrease in
the theoretical RCZ by 0.0007! :R , also for both compositions.
The Pearson correlation between these quantities in SSMs is

( )S � �Y R, 0.35S CZ and !0.41 for B16-GS98 and B16-
AGSS09met models, respectively, as obtained from the MC
calculations. A comparison of models and data for these two
quantities yields D � 0.912 and D � 6.452 for GS98 and
AGSS09met compositions that translate into 0.5! and 2.1!
differences between models and data. This is summarized in
Table 5.

Figure 2 shows the fractional sound speed difference as a
function of solar radius. The solar sound speed differences have
been obtained for each of the two SSMs by performing new
sound speed inversions, using the appropriate reference solar
model, based on the BiSON-13 data set (a combination of
BiSON+MDI data) as described in Basu et al. (2009). The
resulting Ec c curves are not too different with respect to SFII
models. This is expected because the differences between the
two generations of models are mostly due to changes in the
nuclear reaction rates. All rates have a negligible impact on the
solar sound speed pro"le except for the ( )O�p p, e de rate. It is
the newly adopted rate for this reaction that introduces the
small differences with respect to the older generation of SSMs.
This is shown in Figure 2 by including the sound speed
difference for the previous SFII-GS98 SSM as a dashed line. A

change in the p+p rate leads to structural changes in the
structure of the model that are non-local (Villante 2010) due to
the constraints imposed in building an SSM, in particular, :R
and :L , so the model sound speed is also affected at larger
radii, where nuclear burning is negligible.
A quantitative assessment of the agreement between model

and solar sound speeds is not straightforward. It requires a
proper evaluation of model errors and correlations. Also, given
a set of observed frequencies, extraction of the sound speed
pro"le is sensitive to uncertainties in the measured frequencies,
numerical parameters inherent to the inversion procedure and
the solar model used as a reference model for performing the
inversion. Such detailed analysis was carried out in Villante
et al. (2014), in which the SSM response to varying input
parameters was modeled using power-law expansions and the
three uncertainties related to the extraction of Ec c from
observed data were taken directly from Degl’Innoccenti
et al. (1997).
In this work, we use large MC sets of SSMs (Section 4) to

account for model errors and correlations instead of using
power-law expansions around a reference model. The total

Table 5
Comparison of B16 SSMs against Different Ensembles of Solar Observables

GS98 AGSS09met

Case dof D2 p-value ( )T D2 p-value ( )T
�Y RS CZ only 2 0.9 0.5 6.5 2.1

Ec c only 30 58.0 3.2 76.1 4.5
Ec c no-peak 28 34.7 1.4 50.0 2.7

( ) ( )' � 'Be B7 8 2 0.2 0.3 1.5 0.6
All "-!uxes 8 6.0 0.5 7.0 0.6

Global 40 65.0 2.7 94.2 4.7
Global no-peak 38 40.5 0.9 67.2 3.0

Table 6
Model and Solar Neutrino Fluxes. Units Are: 1010(pp), ( )10 Be9 7 ,

( )10 pep, N, O8 13 15 , ( )10 B, F6 8 17 ,!and ( ) � �10 hep cm s3 2 1

Flux B16-GS98 B16-AGSS09met Solara Chg.

( )' pp ( )o5.98 1 0.006 ( )o6.03 1 0.005 ( )
( )
�
�5.97 1 0.005

1 0.006 0.0

( )' pep ( )o1.44 1 0.01 ( )o1.46 1 0.009 ( )
( )
�
�1.45 1 0.009

1 0.009 0.0

( )' hep ( )o7.98 1 0.30 ( )o8.25 1 0.30 ( )
( )
�
�19 1 0.47

1 0.63 !0.7

( )' Be7 ( )o4.93 1 0.06 ( )o4.50 1 0.06 ( )
( )
�
�4.80 1 0.046

1 0.050 !1.4

( )' B8 ( )o5.46 1 0.12 ( )o4.50 1 0.12 ( )
( )
�
�5.16 1 0.017

1 0.025 !2.2

( )' N13 ( )o2.78 1 0.15 ( )o2.04 1 0.14 -13.7 !6.1
( )' O15 ( )o2.05 1 0.17 ( )o1.44 1 0.16 -2.8 !8.1
( )' F17 ( )o5.29 1 0.20 ( )o3.26 1 0.18 -85 !4.2

Note.
a Solar values from Bergström et al. (2016). Last column corresponds to the
relative changes (in %) with respect to SSMs based on SFII nuclear rates,
which are almost independent of the reference composition.

Figure 2. Fractional sound speed difference in the sense
( ):E � �c c c c cmod mod . The gray shaded region!corresponds to errors

from the inversion procedure (see the text for details). The red shaded region
corresponds to errors from the model variation, which we chose to plot around
the AGSS09met central value (solid red line). An equivalent relative error band
holds around the central value of the GS98 central value (solid blue line),
which we do not plot for the sake of clarity. Dashed line shows, for
comparison, results for the older SFII-GS98 SSM.
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The Astrophysical Journal, 835:202 (16pp), 2017 February 1 Vinyoles et al.

Solar neutrino measurements 
might solve the problem.
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Solar neutrino
In this talk
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The Borexino detector. Schematic view of the 
‘onion-like’ structure of the Borexino apparatus. From outside to inside: 
the external water tank; the Stainless Steel Sphere, where about 2,200 

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are mounted; the outermost nylon vessel, 
which serves as a barrier against radon; the innermost nylon vessel, which 
contains 300 t of liquid scintillator, the active detection medium.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.
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Super-Kamiokande
Poster presentation (ZEP location : 3F. Majorana) 
MT10-097 Alejandro Yankelevich 
MT10-380 Hiroshi Ito 
MT10-583 Yuuki Nakano

Many thanks to Super-K collaboration!



Super-Kamiokande
As a solar neutrino detector
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Phase Period # of 
PMTs

Fiducial volume for 
solar neutrino

Energy 
thr.(MeV)

SK-I 1996.4 
2001.7

11146 
(40%)

22.5 kton
4.5

SK-II 2002.10 
2005.10

5182 
(20%) 6.5

SK-III 2006.7 
2008.8

11129 
(40%)

22.5 (>5.5MeV) 
13.3 (<5.5MeV) 4.0

SK-IV 2008.9 
2018.5

22.5 (>5.5MeV) 
16.5 (4.5<E<5.5) 
 8.9 (<4.5MeV)

3.5

SK-V 2019.1 ~ 2020.8 Analysis is on going
SK-VI 2020.8 ~ 2022.6
SK-VII 2022.6 ~

41
.4

 m

39.3 m

ID

OD

ν

50000 tons of 
Water Cherenkov detector

Cherenkov light

Charged 
particle

with Gadolinium -> Mark’s talk}



Solar neutrino observation in Super-K
Detection principle
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Ee = 13.86 MeV 
cosθsun = 0.986

ID

OD

ν + e− → ν + e−

Verify neutrino oscillation scenario 
•Oscillation parameter determination 
•Day/Night and seasonal flux variation, 
spectrum distortion. 
•Investigate exotic senario 
Precise 8B flux measurement is 
important for solar metallicity problem

neutrino-electron elastic scattering

✓Large volume 
✓Find solar direction 
✓Realtime measurements 
✓Precise energy determination



Recoil electron kinetic energy [MeV]
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Solar neutrino observation in Super-K
Huge statistics and precise measurement
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ν + e− → ν + e−

Verify neutrino oscillation scenario 
•Oscillation parameter determination 
•Day/Night and seasonal flux variation, 
spectrum distortion. 
•Investigate exotic senario 
Precise 8B flux measurement is 
important for solar metallicity problem

✓Large volume 
✓Find solar direction 
✓Realtime measurements 
✓Precise energy determination



Solar neutrino observation in Super-K
Can “see” the sun from underground
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ν + e− → ν + e−

Verify neutrino oscillation scenario 
•Oscillation parameter determination 
•Day/Night and seasonal flux variation, 
spectrum distortion. 
•Investigate exotic senario 
Precise 8B flux measurement is 
important for solar metallicity problem

✓Large volume 
✓Find solar direction 
✓Realtime measurements 
✓Precise energy determination
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Solar neutrino observation in Super-K
Time variation of flux measurement
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ν + e− → ν + e−
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Verify neutrino oscillation scenario 
•Oscillation parameter determination 
•Day/Night and seasonal flux variation, 
spectrum distortion. 
•Investigate exotic senario 
Precise 8B flux measurement is 
important for solar metallicity problem

✓Large volume 
✓Find solar direction 
✓Realtime measurements 
✓Precise energy determination



Seasonal variation
Earth’s orbital eccentricity, and more?
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Observed seasonal 
variation is consistent 
with the expectation 
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Day-Night flux difference
Direct MSW effect
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Day-Night flux difference
Direct MSW effect
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Energy spectrum
Upturn toward the lower energy?
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Data (statistically merged)
SK+SNO best fit expectation
KamLAND best fit expectation
Quadratic fit
Exponential fit
Cubic fit Preliminary
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• Aggregate of independently calculated energy and MSG bin 
background shapes
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Solar Analysis Cuts

630+170
!160 220+120

!120# Signal events:

*Statistical error only

Solar angle distribution for data selection (red), calculated background shape (black), and polynomial fit of signal MC added to background shape (blue) all 
with 1" statistical error bands.
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Data (statistically merged)
SK+SNO best fit expectation
KamLAND best fit expectation
Quadratic fit
Exponential fit

Slightly favors up-turn, though need more data

Cubic fit

See also the poster MT10-097 by A.Yankelevich

Prelim
inary

2.49 MeV < Ekin  < 3.49 MeV



Oscillation analysis
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sin2(O13)=0.0218±0.0007
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Best fit oscillation parameters
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−0.026
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21 = 7.54+0.19

−0.18 × 10−5eV2

sin2(θ12) = 0.305 ± 0.014
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21 = 6.10+1.04
−0.75 × 10−5eV2

sin2(θ12) = 0.305+0.013
−0.012

Δm2
21 = 7.49+0.19

−0.17 × 10−5eV2

There is ~1.5σ tension between 
SK+SNO and KamLAND in Δm221

Prelim
inary

See also the poster MT10-583 
by Y.Nakano



Borexino
Poster presentation (ZEP location : 3F. Majorana) 
MT10-083 Riccardo Biondi 
MT10-142 Apeksha Singhal 
MT10-612 Davide Basilico 
MT10-659 Daniele Guffanti

Many suggestions by Borexino friends, Thanks!



Borexino
Ultimate low radioactive background

20
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The Borexino detector. Schematic view of the 
‘onion-like’ structure of the Borexino apparatus. From outside to inside: 
the external water tank; the Stainless Steel Sphere, where about 2,200 

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are mounted; the outermost nylon vessel, 
which serves as a barrier against radon; the innermost nylon vessel, which 
contains 300 t of liquid scintillator, the active detection medium.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.

13.7 m

• Active volume 280 tons of liquid scintillator 
(PC+PPO, 1.5g/l in a nylon vessel R=4.25m) 
• 232Th < 5.7x10-19 g/g, 238U < 9.4x10-20 g/g 
• R(210Bi) < 11.5±1.3 cpd/100ton(upper limit)! 
which is the background of CNO neutrino 
search (3~5 cpd/100ton is expected).

2007 2010 2012
Phase-I

LS re-purification 
Calibration

Phase-II
2016

Phase-III

Multiple efforts for thermal stabilization 
external tank insulation

CNO7Be, pep, 8B pp

Nature, 496 (2018) 505



Borexino
As a solar neutrino detector

21

ν + e− → ν + e−
neutrino-electron elastic scattering

Possible to access multiple solar neutrino 
sources by single detector thanks to its 
high light yield and low background.

•First direct measurements of 7Be, pep, pp, 
CNO, also first measurement of 8B by LS. 
•Verify neutrino oscillation scenario. 
Possible to simultaneously test neutrino 
flavor conversion both in the vacuum and 
the matter dominated region. 
•Astrophysical point of view: 
•Solar luminosity confirmation. 
•Solar metallicity problem investigation.

ARTICLE RESEARCH

multivariate approach, simultaneously fitting the energy spectrum, the 
spatial and the pulse-shape estimator distributions. In the HER-I and 
HER-II, a fit of the radial distribution of events is performed to separate 
the 8B neutrino signal (uniformly distributed in the scintillator) from 
the external background.

Some residual background rates are measured independently, when-
ever possible, and are constrained in the fit (values between squared 
brackets in Table!1). The remaining background rates are left free to 
vary and are returned by the fit together with the neutrino rates.

The results of the fit are exemplified in Fig.!2a, which shows the 
energy spectrum in the LER after applying the threefold coinci-
dence method (TFC) to reduce the 11C cosmogenic background 
(see!Methods); Fig.!2b shows the radial distribution of the events in 
HER-I. The different contributions from signal and background as 
determined by the fit are superimposed to data in the plots. The results 
of the fit for the untagged backgrounds are summarized in Table!1.

Results
The high-precision solar-neutrino results obtained in this work are 
summarized in Table!2. The second column reports the measured 
rates. In the third column, we translate these measurements into the 
corre sponding solar-neutrino fluxes using the known electron and µ/!  
neutrino cross-sections27 and the flavour composition calculated 
according to the MSW-LMA paradigm (mass and mixing parameters 
from ref. 19). The fourth column shows the theoretical fluxes predicted 
by the SSM under the HZ and LZ assumptions18.

In the LER multivariate fit, performed to extract the pp, pep and 
7Be neutrino rates, we first constrain the CNO neutrino interaction 
rate to the value predicted by the HZ-SSM assuming the MSW-LMA 
scenario (4.92!±!0.55 counts per day per 100 t)18,19, then, separately, to 
the LZ-SSM predictions (3.52!±!0.37 counts per day per 100 t). Only 
the pep neutrino rate is slightly influenced by this constraint and thus 
two results for it are reported. In both cases, the absence of the pep 
reaction in the Sun is rejected with >5" significance, enough to defin-
itively claim discovery of solar pep neutrinos. The contribution of 8B 
neutrinos in the LER is very small and its rate was constrained to the 

value obtained from the HER analysis. Statistical uncertainties are eval-
uated by profiling the likelihood using Wilks’s approximation, whose 
adequacy in this case is confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations. The 7Be 
solar-neutrino flux is determined with a total uncertainty of 2.7%, a fac-
tor of 1.8 improvement with respect to our previous result22 and a factor 
of two smaller than the theoretical uncertainty. The pp interaction rate 
is consistent with our previous result25 and has an uncertainty of 9.5%. 
Fits were performed with several hundred configurations, yielding 
results whose spread is incorporated in the systematic uncertainties 
(see!Methods for more details).

The 8B solar-neutrino flux derived from our measured rate in the 
entire HER is . !" . " .

+ . + .(5 68 ) 100 41 0 03
0 39 0 03 6 cm"2 s"1, consistent with our pre-

vious result24 and with the high-precision determination by 
SuperKamiokande31 and SNO32. The equivalent-flavour stable 8B flux, 
that is, the flux obtained attributing the measured rate entirely to elec-
tron neutrinos, is . !" . " .

+ . + .(2 57 ) 100 18 0 07
0 17 0 07 6 cm"2 s"1. The uncertainty in 

the 8B rate determination is 8%, a more than twofold improvement on 
our previous measurement24.

The similarity between the electron recoil spectrum induced by 
CNO neutrinos and the 210Bi #-decay spectrum makes it impossible 
to disentangle the two contributions with the spectral fit. For this rea-
son, we only provide an upper limit on the CNO neutrino interaction 
rate. To do so, we also place an indirect constraint on pep neutrinos by 
exploiting the theoretically well known pp and pep flux ratio. Using 
values predicted by the HZ-SSM18 and including the effect of MSW-
LMA oscillations19, the ratio of pp and pep neutrino interaction rates is 
47.8!±!0.8. Using the ratio predicted by the LZ-SSM, 47.5!±!0.8, yields 

Table 1 | Rates of residual backgrounds

Background LER Rate (Bq per 100 t)
14C(0.156 MeV, #") [40.0!±!2.0]

Background LER Rate (counts per day per 100 t)
85Kr (0.687 MeV, #") (internal) 6.8!±!1.8
210Bi (1.16 MeV, #") (internal) 17.5!±!1.9
11C (1.02–1.98 MeV, #+) (internal) 26.8!±!0.2
210Po (5.3 MeV, $) (internal) 260.0!±!3.0
40K (1.460 MeV, %) (external) 1.0!±!0.6
214Bi (<1.764 MeV, %) (external) 1.9!±!0.3
208Tl (2.614 MeV, %) (external) 3.3!±!0.1

Background HER-I Rate (counts per day per 227.8 t)

µ, cosmogenics, 214Bi (internal) . !" .
+ . "[6 1 10 ]3 1

8 7 3

($, n) (external) 0.224!±!0.078
208Tl(5.0 MeV, #", %) (internal) [0.042!±!0.008]
208Tl(5.0 MeV, #", %) (emanated) 0.469!±!0.063
208Tl(5.0 MeV, #", %) (surface) 1.090!±!0.046

Background HER-II Rate (counts per day per 266.0 t)

µ, cosmogenics (internal) . !" .
+ . "[3 8 10 ]0 1

14 6 3

($, n) (external) 0.239!±!0.022
Residual background is due to #" (electrons), #+ (positrons), % (gammas), µ (muons), $ (alpha 
particles) and n (neutrons). The background rates are obtained by the "t to the energy spectrum 
of collected events in the three energy regions used in this study (LER, HER-I and HER-II). We 
report in parentheses the Q-value and type of particle for each background. The rates in square 
brackets are estimated independently and are constrained in the "t. Background can be internal 
(that is, due to events uniformly distributed in the scintillator volume) or external (that is, due to 
events from sources surrounding the scintillator).

Fig. 2 | Results of the fit used to extract the neutrino signal. 
Distributions of events after selection cuts and corresponding fits with 
neutrino and background components. a, TFC-subtracted energy 
spectrum with suppressed 11C background in LER. The horizontal upper 
scale is in units of Nh, that is, the total number of photons collected for 
each event. b, Radial distribution of events in HER-I.
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Low Energy Region (LER) 
  Dec. 2011 - May 2016 
  1291.51days x 71.3 tons 
  (0.19-2.93) MeV 
High Energy Region (HER) 
  Jan. 2008 - Dec. 2016 
  2062.4 days x 227.8 tons (HER-I) 
                     x 266.0 tons (HER-II) 
  (3.2-16) MeV 
  (5.7MeV is the boundary of I/II) 

Calculate the solar luminosity 
(3.89        ) x 1033 erg/s 

(3.846 ± 0.015) x 1033 

by photon output

+0.35 
- 0.42

Flux observed by 
Borexino (cm-2s-1)

Flux SSM prediction 
(cm-2s-1)

pp

7Be

pep (HZ)

pep (LZ)

8BHER-I

8BHER-II

8BHER

(6.1 ± 0.5+0.3
−0.5) × 1010

(4.99 ± 0.11+0.06
−0.08) × 109

(1.27 ± 0.19+0.08
−0.12) × 108

(1.39 ± 0.19+0.08
−0.13) × 108

(5.77+0.56+0.15
−0.56−0.15) × 106

(5.56+0.52+0.33
−0.64−0.33) × 106

(5.68+0.39+0.03
−0.41−0.03) × 106

5.98(1.0 ± 0.006) × 1010

6.03(1.0 ± 0.005) × 1010

4.50(1.0 ± 0.06) × 109

4.93(1.0 ± 0.06) × 109

1.44(1.0 ± 0.01) × 108

1.46(1.0 ± 0.009) × 108

1.44(1.0 ± 0.01) × 108

1.46(1.0 ± 0.009) × 108

5.46(1.0 ± 0.12) × 106

4.50(1.0 ± 0.12) × 106
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Figure 4: Top: Full Borexino rate time series (Phase-II and Phase-III) in the RoI fitted to the trend model R(t) to remove secular components. The
rate in cpd/100t is binned in time intervals of 30 days. The time axis is reported in days since 12:00 AM of December 11th 2011, in UTC time.
Bottom: Residuals of the time series with respect to the trend model R(t). The blue sinusoidal best fit of the residual rate indicates the presence of
a significant annually modulated signal.

Euler Gamma function that generalizes the factorial for
x 2 R to a continuous variable.

Figure 3 shows the median sensitivity for the ex-
pected power spectrum at one cycle/year obtained from
toy Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments generated with
and without the expected signal over a Borexino-like
time series event rate.

Figure 4 (Top) shows the time series of the Borex-
ino rate in the RoI in time bins of 30 days. The figure
clearly shows secular trends in R(t), which could bias
the measured amplitude of periodic modulations [34].
A detrending procedure is thus carried out by subtract-
ing an empirical combination of exponential trends:

R(t) = RAe�t/⌧A + RBe�t/⌧B ⇡ RAe�t/⌧A + RB

 
1 �

t
⌧B

!
,

(8)
where RA, RB, ⌧A, and ⌧B are free parameters. The
last approximation holds because ⌧B is visibly much
larger than the length of the data set. The faster decay
is associated with leakage of alpha events through the
MLP as well as with 210Pb mixing. The slower decay
includes the slowly varying 210Bi and, possibly, 85Kr
backgrounds, as discussed in Sec. 2. Figure 4 (Bottom)
shows the residual rate after the detrending subtraction.
The blue curve is a sinusoidal fit showing a clear an-
nual modulation present in the time series. Details of
this particular fit in relationship with the Earth’s orbital
parameters is described in Sec. 4.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the GLS periodogram obtained
from the residuals shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom). Frequen-
cies are reported in terms of number of cycles per year
(cycles/year), equal to 2.73 ⇥ 10�3 cycles/day. A sig-
nificant peak with GLS power of 16.4 corresponding to
one cycle/year frequency is clearly visible in the peri-

Figure 5: GLS power spectrum in ��2 units of the residual rate of Fig.
4 (Bottom). Frequencies are reported as cycles/year. A clear peak at
one cycle/year frequency emerges from the full periodogram.

odogram. It is noted that the frequency definition uses
the anomalistic year of 365.2596 days, defined as the
time taken by the Earth to complete one revolution with
respect to its perihelion. Considering the null hypothe-
sis distribution e�S, the p-value of the peak is 5.9⇥10�8

corresponding to 5.3� significance using the one-sided
Gaussian distribution. The validity of the analytical
formula for the estimation of the p-value was verified
with a toy Monte Carlo simulation containing up to 30
million pseudo-experiments generated with pure white-
noise. The absence of realizations above the measured
GLS power at 1 cycle/year confirms the reported signif-
icance at more than 99% CL.

Figure 5 shows a second prominent peak around 0.7
cycles/year with GLS power of 7.5. At face value, the
significance of this peak would be ⇠ 3� for a modu-
lation at an expected frequency. When considering the
so-called Look-elsewhere e↵ect (LEE), the actual sig-
nificance drops to 1.8� (see Sec. 5 for further details).
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Figure 4: Top: Full Borexino rate time series (Phase-II and Phase-III) in the RoI fitted to the trend model R(t) to remove secular components. The
rate in cpd/100t is binned in time intervals of 30 days. The time axis is reported in days since 12:00 AM of December 11th 2011, in UTC time.
Bottom: Residuals of the time series with respect to the trend model R(t). The blue sinusoidal best fit of the residual rate indicates the presence of
a significant annually modulated signal.

Euler Gamma function that generalizes the factorial for
x 2 R to a continuous variable.

Figure 3 shows the median sensitivity for the ex-
pected power spectrum at one cycle/year obtained from
toy Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments generated with
and without the expected signal over a Borexino-like
time series event rate.

Figure 4 (Top) shows the time series of the Borex-
ino rate in the RoI in time bins of 30 days. The figure
clearly shows secular trends in R(t), which could bias
the measured amplitude of periodic modulations [34].
A detrending procedure is thus carried out by subtract-
ing an empirical combination of exponential trends:

R(t) = RAe�t/⌧A + RBe�t/⌧B ⇡ RAe�t/⌧A + RB
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where RA, RB, ⌧A, and ⌧B are free parameters. The
last approximation holds because ⌧B is visibly much
larger than the length of the data set. The faster decay
is associated with leakage of alpha events through the
MLP as well as with 210Pb mixing. The slower decay
includes the slowly varying 210Bi and, possibly, 85Kr
backgrounds, as discussed in Sec. 2. Figure 4 (Bottom)
shows the residual rate after the detrending subtraction.
The blue curve is a sinusoidal fit showing a clear an-
nual modulation present in the time series. Details of
this particular fit in relationship with the Earth’s orbital
parameters is described in Sec. 4.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the GLS periodogram obtained
from the residuals shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom). Frequen-
cies are reported in terms of number of cycles per year
(cycles/year), equal to 2.73 ⇥ 10�3 cycles/day. A sig-
nificant peak with GLS power of 16.4 corresponding to
one cycle/year frequency is clearly visible in the peri-

Figure 5: GLS power spectrum in ��2 units of the residual rate of Fig.
4 (Bottom). Frequencies are reported as cycles/year. A clear peak at
one cycle/year frequency emerges from the full periodogram.

odogram. It is noted that the frequency definition uses
the anomalistic year of 365.2596 days, defined as the
time taken by the Earth to complete one revolution with
respect to its perihelion. Considering the null hypothe-
sis distribution e�S, the p-value of the peak is 5.9⇥10�8

corresponding to 5.3� significance using the one-sided
Gaussian distribution. The validity of the analytical
formula for the estimation of the p-value was verified
with a toy Monte Carlo simulation containing up to 30
million pseudo-experiments generated with pure white-
noise. The absence of realizations above the measured
GLS power at 1 cycle/year confirms the reported signif-
icance at more than 99% CL.

Figure 5 shows a second prominent peak around 0.7
cycles/year with GLS power of 7.5. At face value, the
significance of this peak would be ⇠ 3� for a modu-
lation at an expected frequency. When considering the
so-called Look-elsewhere e↵ect (LEE), the actual sig-
nificance drops to 1.8� (see Sec. 5 for further details).
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the end of data taking. Applying this ine�ciency trend
over the 210Po activity, a residual 210Po rate after the se-
lection cut was studied with GLS and sinusoidal fit. A
residual modulation of 0.02 ± 0.02 cpd/100t with a sig-
nificance <1.1 � is found which, nonetheless, has no
impact on the magnitude and phase of the presented
results. Second, it is known from the CNO analysis
and from the thermal stabilization campaign [17], that
the migration component of the 210Po from the Inner
Vessel into the analysis fiducial volume is time depen-
dent. Indeed, a periodic injection of 210Po into the de-
tector center driven by seasonal temperature changes in
the experimental hall, is observed for most of Phase-
II, especially before the thermal insulation of the detec-
tor. This modulation is usually peaked around spring
or early summer, thus out of phase with respect to the
annual modulation expected from the Earth’s orbit ec-
centricity. Finally, cosmogenic 11C is expected to have
a modest seasonal signature due to the periodic 1.4%
amplitude modulation of the muon flux peaked in early
July [35]. This e↵ect has no measurable e↵ect on our
result since the contribution of 11C �+ events in the se-
lected energy RoI is negligible.

Figure 7: Comparison between the Borexino measurement of the
Earth’s orbital eccentricity (red) with those from previous solar neu-
trino experiments: SNO (green), Super-Kamiokande (yellow), and
Gallex/GNO (brown) [36, 37, 38]. The blue point is the value reported
in Newton’s Principia and the vertical black line is the current preci-
sion astronomical measurement. The gray shaded region of negative
values corresponds to a ⇡ phase shift.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the Borexino
eccentricity measurement with those of other solar
neutrino experiments. The SNO (green point) [36]
and Super-Kamiokande (yellow point) [37] experiments
searched for the annual modulation of 8B neutrinos se-
lected with higher threshold (several MeV) and yielding
a lower counting rate (⇠ 10 cpd) than Borexino (⇠ 30
cpd in the RoI, ⇠ 300 keV threshold). Evidence for
annual modulation is found with 1-2� significance by

both experiments. Gallex/GNO (brown point)[38], set
an upper limit on the modulation of the low-threshold
integrated solar neutrino capture rate on gallium nuclei
as it had limited sensitivity due to low event rate (order
1 cpd/100t). Fig. 7 also shows the vertical black line
corresponding to the astronomical measurement with
negligible uncertainty (vertical black line), the eccen-
tricity value reported in Newton’s Pincipia (blue point),
and the Borexino results (this work, red point). The
gray shaded region of negative eccentricity values in the
Figure corresponds to a ⇡ phase shift. It’s worth notic-
ing that the Earth’s orbit eccentricity undergoes slow
secular variations classified among the so-called Mi-
lankovitch cycles. These small variations are negligible
over time intervals of a few centuries and do not spoil
as proven by the agreement between Newton’s eccen-
tricity value and the present astronomical measurement.
See [5] for further details.

Interestingly, one could derive the solar neutrino
flux on Earth from the measured rate in the RoI, domi-
nated by 7Be solar neutrino-electron scattering, and the
eccentricity value from modern astronomy. If one ne-
glects the contributions from pep and CNO solar neu-
trinos, assumes a relative amplitude of the modulation
(2✏) of 3.37%, the measured 7Be neutrino interaction
rate (49% of which falls within the RoI) would be 55±9
cpd/100t, in good agreement with the precision value
reported in Tab. 1 and with Solar Standard Model pre-
dictions. This result excludes the null hypothesis with
> 5� significance. In other words, Borexino could have
discovered 7Be mono-energetic solar neutrinos via the
detection of their annual modulation only, even if the
characteristic 7Be Compton shoulder had not been vis-
ible due, e.g., to a higher contamination of 238U and
232Th that scintillator purification could not abate.

The presence of an annual modulation in the Borex-
ino �-like spectrum thus provides clear indication of the
solar origin of a significant portion of its events. The
measurement reported here is the first precise measure-
ment of the Earth’s orbital parameters obtained solely
with solar neutrinos and confirms the high stability
achieved by Borexino in the last 10 year of data taking.

5. Full periodogram analysis

The periodogram of all frequencies between 1 cy-
cle/year and 547 cycles/year were studied by arrang-
ing the time series of the Borexino measured rate in
time intervals of 8 hours. Figure 8 shows the modi-
fied time series of the Borexino total rate in the RoI in
the same analysis period. Discontinuities in time series
correspond to data acquisition breaks due to technical
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Clear annual periodicity can be seen. Precise measurements of eccentricity!
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Using the CID measurement of Nsolar-!, the 7Be inter-
action rate R!7Be"CID has been calculated as R!7Be"CID #
51.6$13.9

!12.5 cpd=100 t for the full 7Be neutrino energy (0.384
and 0.862 MeV monoenergetic lines). For this the pep and
CNO neutrino rates have been fixed to their SSM pre-
dictions [43]. The small errors arising from pep and CNO
neutrino predictions are included in the systematic uncer-
tainty (refer companion paper). This 7Be rate is well in
agreement with the results of the phase I spectroscopy
R!7Be" # 47.9% 2.3 cpd=100 t where the pep and CNO
neutrino rates were fixed to their SSM predictions as
well [38].
Conclusions.—For the first time, we have measured sub-

MeV solar neutrinos using their directional Cherenkov
light, through the CID method in a traditional, large-scale
LS detector. While this measurement on its own features
relatively large statistical and systematic uncertainties, it
still provides experimental proof that the directional infor-
mation of Cherenkov light is accessible even for sub-MeV
neutrinos in a high light-yield LS medium. In future
analyses the CID measurement could be combined with
a standard spectral fit, and thus help to disentangle neutrino
signal and backgrounds. This might be interesting espe-
cially if there is a degeneracy of signal and background
energy spectra, as is the case for the 210Bi background and
CNO solar neutrinos [2] in Borexino.
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FIG. 4. (a) The sum of the !"2 profiles of the 1st and 2nd hits from the fit as a function of the observed number of solar neutrinos
Nsolar-!, with (blue solid curve) and without (blue dotted curve) the systematic uncertainty. The no-neutrino signal hypothesis
Nsolar-! # 0, can be rejected with !"2 > 25, > 5# C.L. The 68% C.I. (blue shaded band) from the !"2 profile gives
Nsolar-! # 10887$2386

!2103 !stat" % 947!syst". The best fit gives a "2=ndf # 124.6=117. The 68% C.I. of the expected solar neutrino
signal based on the SSM predictions [40] is shown as an orange band. (b) The cos $ distributions of the 1st hits of all the selected events
(black points) compared with the best fit curve (magenta) of the resulting number of solar neutrinos plus background. The MC PDFs of
pure neutrino signal (red) and % background (blue) used in the fit are shown as well, normalized to the same 19 904 events. For
illustration purposes, the histograms are shown with 10 bins instead of the 60 bins as used in the final fit.
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Best fit for the number of solar neutrino events:
10887 +2386

- 2103 ±947 (0.54-0.74MeV, phase I)
No-neutrino hypothesis can be excluded with > 5σ!
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identical results. We obtain an upper limit of <8.1 counts per day per 
100 t (95% C.L.) for the CNO neutrino interaction rate, in agreement 
with the Borexino sensitivity to CNO studied with Monte Carlo.

For completeness, we also perform a search for the hep neutrinos, 
emitted by the proton capture reaction of 3He (Fig.!1). The expected 
flux is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than that of 8B neu-
trinos. Despite their higher end-point energy, this signal in Borexino 
is extremely small and covered by background, particularly cosmo-
genic 11Be decays (Q!=!11.5 MeV, !!, "!=!19.9 s) and 8B neutrinos. 
We perform a dedicated analysis on the whole dataset (0.8 kt!yr) and 
in the energy region 11–20!MeV we find 10!±!3 events, consistent 
with the expected background. We obtain an upper limit for the hep 
neutrino flux of 2.2!"!105 cm!2 s!1 (90% C.L.) to be compared with 
the expected flux 7.98!"!103 cm!2 s!1 (8.25!"!103 cm!2 s!1) assuming 
the HZ (LZ) SSM.

Discussion and outlook
The measurements reported in this work represent a complete study of 
the solar pp chain and of its different terminations by means of neutrino 
detection in a single detector and with a uniform data analysis proce-
dure. These measurements can be used either to test the MSW-LMA 
paradigm assuming SSM flux predictions or, alternatively, to probe our 
understanding of solar physics assuming the validity of the neutrino 
oscillation mechanism.

The interaction rates of pp, 7Be, pep and 8B neutrinos reported  
in Table!2 can be used to infer the electron neutrino survival  
probability at different energies. Assuming the HZ-SSM fluxes18  
and standard neutrino-electron cross-sections27, we obtain the electron 
neutrino survival probabilities for each solar-neutrino component: 
Pee(pp, 0.267 MeV)!=!0.57!±!0.09, Pee(7Be, 0.862 MeV)!=!0.53!±!0.05, 
and Pee(pep, 1.44 MeV)!=!0.43!±!0.11. The quoted errors include the 
uncertainties on the SSM solar-neutrino flux predictions. The 8B elec-
tron neutrino survival probability is calculated in each HER range 
following the procedure described in ref. 24. We obtain Pee(8BHER, 
8.1 MeV)!=!0.37!±!0.08, Pee(8BHER-I, 7.4 MeV)!=!0.39!±!0.09, and 
Pee(8BHER-II, 9.7 MeV)!=!0.35!±!0.09. These results are summarized 
in Fig.!3. For non-monoenergetic components, that is, pp and 8B neu-
trinos, the Pee value is quoted for the average energy of neutrinos that 
produce scattered electrons in the given energy range.

Borexino provides the most precise measurement of the Pee in the 
LER, where flavour conversion is vacuum-dominated. At higher energy, 

where flavour conversion is dominated by matter effects in the Sun, 
the Borexino results are in agreement with the high-precision meas-
urements performed by SuperKamiokande31 and SNO32. Borexino is 
the only experiment that can simultaneously test neutrino flavour con-
version both in the vacuum and in the matter-dominated regime. We 
performed a likelihood ratio test to compare our data with the MSW-
LMA and the vacuum-LMA predictions (pink and grey bands in Fig.!3, 
respectively). Our data disfavour the vacuum-LMA hypothesis at 98.2% 
C.L. (see!Methods). Overall, the results are in excellent agreement with 
the expectations from the MSW-LMA paradigm with the oscillation 
parameters indicated in ref. 19.

Since solar neutrinos are detected on Earth only about 8 min after 
being produced, they provide a real-time picture of the core of the Sun. 
In particular, the neutrino fluxes determined experimentally can be 
used to derive the total power generated by nuclear reactions in the 
Sun’s core33. By using exclusively the new Borexino results reported in 
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P
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7Be
pep

8B

Vacuum-LMA

MSW-LMA

Fig. 3 | Electron neutrino survival probability Pee as a function of 
neutrino energy. The pink band is the ±1# prediction of MSW-LMA 
with oscillation parameters determined from ref. 19. The grey band is the 
vacuum-LMA case with oscillation parameters determined from refs 38,39. 
Data points represent the Borexino results for pp (red), 7Be (blue), pep 
(cyan) and 8B (green for the HER range, and grey for the separate HER-I 
and HER-II sub-ranges), assuming HZ-SSM. 8B and pp data points are set 
at the mean energy of neutrinos that produce scattered electrons above the 
detection threshold. The error bars include experimental and theoretical 
uncertainties.

Table 2 | Borexino experimental solar-neutrino results
Solar neutrino Rate (counts per day per 100 t) Flux (cm!2 s!1) Flux–SSM predictions (cm!2 s!1)

pp ± !
+134 10 10

6 . ± . "! .
+ .(6 1 0 5 ) 100 5

0 3 10 . . ± . "5 98(1 0 0 006) 10 (HZ)10  
. . ± . "6 03(1 0 0 005) 10 (LZ)10

7Be . ± . ! .
+ .48 3 1 1 0 7

0 4 . ± . "! .
+ .(4 99 0 11 ) 100 08

0 06 9 . . ± . "4 93(1 0 0 06) 10 (HZ)9  
. . ± . "4 50(1 0 0 06) 10 (LZ)9

pep (HZ) . ± . ! .
+ .2 43 0 36 0 22

0 15 . ± . "! .
+ .(1 27 0 19 ) 100 12

0 08 8 . . ± . "1 44(1 0 0 01) 10 (HZ)8  
. . ± . "1 46(1 0 0 009) 10 (LZ)8

pep (LZ) . ± . ! .
+ .2 65 0 36 0 24

0 15 . ± . "! .
+ .(1 39 0 19 ) 100 13

0 08 8 . . ± . "1 44(1 0 0 01) 10 (HZ)8  
. . ± . "1 46(1 0 0 009) 10 (LZ)8

8BHER-I . ! . ! .
+ . + .0 136 0 013 0 003

0 013 0 003 . "! . ! .
+ . + .(5 77 ) 100 56 0 15

0 56 0 15 6 . . ± . "5 46(1 0 0 12) 10 (HZ)6  
. . ± . "4 50(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)6

8BHER-II . ! . ! .
+ . + .0 087 0 010 0 005

0 080 0 005 . "! . ! .
+ . + .(5 56 ) 100 64 0 33

0 52 0 33 6 . . ± . "5 46(1 0 0 12) 10 (HZ)6  
. . ± . "4 50(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)6

8BHER . ! . ! .
+ . + .0 223 0 016 0 006

0 015 0 006 . "! . ! .
+ . + .(5 68 ) 100 41 0 03

0 39 0 03 6 . . ± . "5 46(1 0 0 12) 10 (HZ)6  
. . ± . "4 50(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)6

CNO <8.1 (95% C.L.) < . "7 9 108 (95% C.L.) . . ± . "4 88(1 0 0 11) 10 (HZ)8  
. . ± . "3 51(1 0 0 10) 10 (LZ)8

hep <0.002 (90% C.L.) < . "2 2 105 (90% C.L.) . . ± . "7 98(1 0 0 30) 10 (HZ)3  
. . ± . "8 25(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)3

Measured neutrino!rates (second!column): for pp, 7Be, pep and CNO neutrinos we quote the total counts without any threshold; for 8B and hep neutrinos we quote the counts above the corresponding 
analysis threshold. Neutrino "uxes (third!column) are obtained from the measured rates assuming the MSW-LMA oscillation parameters19, standard neutrino–electron cross-sections27 and a density of 
electrons in the scintillator of . ± . "(3 307 0 003) 1031 electrons per 100!t. All "uxes are integral values without any threshold. The result for pep neutrinos depends on whether we assume HZ or LZ SSM 
predictions to constrain the CNO neutrino "ux. The last column shows the "uxes predicted by the SSM for the HZ or LZ hypotheses18.

5 0 8  |  N A T U R E  |  V O L  5 6 2  |  2 5  O C T O B E R  2 0 1 8
© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.

✓Most precise observation of Pee  
in the LER. 
✓Simultaneously test the neutrino 
flavor conversion both in the 
vacuum and in the matter 
dominated region. 
✓Agreement with the expectations 
from MSW-LMA scenario.
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Solar metallicity problem
HZ or LZ, that is the question
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Table!2, we find L!=! . !" .
+ .(3 89 ) 100 42

0 35 33 erg!s"1, in agreement with the 
luminosity calculated using the well measured photon output34,35, 
L!=!(3.846!±!0.015) ! 1033 erg s"1. This confirms experimentally the 
nuclear origin of the solar power with the best precision obtained by a 
single solar-neutrino experiment. Considering that it takes around 105 
years for radiation to flow from the energy-producing region to the 
surface of the Sun, this comparison proves also that the Sun has been 
in thermodynamic equilibrium over this timescale.

Furthermore, we derive the ratio RI/II between the 3He–4He and the 
3He–3He fusion rates, which quantifies the relative intensity of the two 
primary terminations of the pp chain (pp-II and pp-I; see Fig.!1), a 
critical probe of solar fusion. Neglecting the 8B neutrino contribution, 
this ratio can be extracted from the measured pp and 7Be neutrino 
fluxes by the relation36, RI/II!=!2!(7Be)/[!(pp) " !(7Be)]. We find  
RI/II!=! . " .

+ .0 178 0 023
0 027, in agreement with the most up-to-date predicted 

values of RI/II!=!0.180!±!0.011 (HZ) and 0.161!±!0.010 (LZ)18.
Finally, the Borexino measurements can be used to test the predic-

tions of SSMs with different metallicity. Indeed, the assumed metal-
licity determines the opacity of solar plasma and, as a consequence, 
regulates the central temperature of the Sun and the branching ratios 
of the different pp-chain terminations. To perform this test, we use 
only the results for 7Be and 8B neutrinos, whose fluxes are very dif-
ferent in the HZ- and the LZ-SSM theoretical predictions (differences 
of 9% and 18%, respectively). Figure!4 shows the results of Borexino 
(green-shaded ellipse), together with the predictions for the HZ- and 
LZ-SSMs18 (red- and blue-shaded ellipses, respectively). Note that the 
errors in the Borexino measurements are in both cases smaller than the 
theoretical uncertainties. The theoretical error budget is dominated by 
uncertainties on the astrophysical factor S34 of the 3He + 4He reaction, 
on the opacity of the Sun, and on the astrophysical factor S17 of the  
p + 7Be reaction as discussed in ref. 18.

The Borexino results are compatible with the temperature pro-
files predicted by both HZ- and LZ-SSMs. However, the 7Be and 8B 
solar-neutrino fluxes measured by Borexino provide an interesting hint 
in favour of the HZ-SSM prediction. A frequentist hypothesis test based 
on a likelihood-ratio test statistics (HZ versus LZ) was performed by 
computing the probability distribution functions with a Monte Carlo 
approach. Assuming HZ to be true, our data disfavour LZ at 96.6% C.L. 
This constraint is slightly stronger than our sensitivity (the median 
sensitivity is at 94.2% C.L.). A Bayesian hypothesis test37 yields a Bayes 

factor of 4.9, confirming a mild preference for HZ (see!Methods for 
more details on both the frequentist and Bayesian studies).

For the sake of completeness, we performed a global fit including the 
results presented in this work together with all the other solar + 
KamLAND data. Following the procedure described in ref. 27, we leave 
the oscillation parameters "12, #m12

2  and the 7Be and 8B neutrino fluxes 
free to vary in the fit. Figure!4 shows the allowed regions in the !(7Be)–
!(8B) space determined from this global analysis. The oscillation 
parameters returned by the fit are consistent with the ones obtained in 
ref. 19. It is clear from the output of this global fit that when the Borexino 
results are combined with those of all other solar-neutrino experiments, 
the small hint towards HZ further weakens.

In summary, we have reported simultaneous measurements of solar 
neutrinos from all the reactions belonging to the pp nuclear fusion chain. 
This study confirms the nuclear origin of the solar power and provides 
the most complete real-time insight into the core of our Sun so far.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summaries, source 
data, statements of data availability and associated accession codes are available at 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0624-y.
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Fig. 4 | Borexino results and analysis in the !(7Be)–!(8B) space. 
Borexino results for 7Be and 8B neutrino fluxes (green point and shaded 
area). Allowed contours in the !(7Be)–!(8B) space are obtained by 
combining these new results with all solar and KamLAND data!in a global 
analysis, and leaving free the oscillation parameters "12 and #m12

2 !(grey 
ellipse, marked as GLOBAL). The theoretical prediction for the low-
metallicity (LZ)!(blue) and the high-metallicity (HZ) (red) Standard Solar 
Models (SSM)18 are also shown. The fit returns the following oscillation 
parameters: tan2"12!=!0.47!±!0.03 and #m12

2 !=!(7.5 ! 10"5)!±!0.03, in 
agreement with what is reported in ref. 19 (sin2"13 is fixed to 0.0217; ref. 19). 
All contours correspond to 68.27% C.L.
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✓Hint in favor of HZ from Borexino results, 
while it weakens from global fit. 
✓Theoretical uncertainties are dominated.

CNO measurement will be the key of the solution 
~5 (HZ) / ~3 (LZ) [cpd/100 tons] expected in Borexino 

R ≡
<3 He +4 He >
<3 He +3 He >

= 2Φ(7Be)/[Φ(pp) − Φ(7Be)]

RBorexino=0.178 +0.027 - 0.023
0.180 ± 0.011 (HZ) and 0.161 ± 0.010 (LZ) 

Nature, 496 (2018) 505

See the poster MT10-659 D.Guffanti

p + p -> 2H + e+ + νe p + e- + p -> 2H + νe

2H + p -> 3He + γ
3He + 3He -> 4He + 2p 3He + p -> 4He + e+ + νe

3He + 4He -> 7Be + γ

7Be + e- -> 7Li + νe

7Li + p -> 2 4He

7Be + p -> 8B + γ

8Be* + p -> 2 4He

8B -> 8Be* + e+ + νe



CNO neutrinos
First observation presented in NEUTRINO 2020
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Significance of CNO-ɋ detection 
Likelihood ratio test

13.8 millions pseudo-datasets
with deformed PDFs and no 
CNO to determine the q0 
reference distribution

q0(data) from the real dataset

2020 Jun 23

No CNO hypothesis disfavored at 5 V
With these results Borexino marks the 

first detection ever of CNO solar neutrinos

Determination of the q0 discovery test statistic from 
the likelihood with and without the CNO signal

20G. Ranucci - First detection of solar neutrinos from CNO cycle with Borexino

Posters: “Spectral fit of Borexino Phase-III data for the detection of CNO solar neutrinos” Zara Bagdasarian, Davide Basilico, 
Giulio Settanta #238 session 2
“The Borexino Monte Carlo simulations for the CNO neutrino detection” Davide Basilico #181 session 2

G. Cowan et al., Eur. 
Phys. J. C, 71:1554,2011

From the MC distributions p-value of q0 (grey 
curve) with respect to q0 (data) (black line) o
correspondingly significance greater than  5 V�at 
ϵϵй��>�
Consistent with ϱ͘ϭʍ�through the log-likelihood 
from the fit folded with uncertainties 0

Gioacchino Ranucci

Pay attention to Barbara’s next presentation!

Systematic sources and final CNO-ʆ result

1) Fit conditions
ї�Ŷegligible

Final CNO result 7.2  (-1.7  +3.0) cpd/100t stat + sys

2) 11C spectrum 
deformation by noise cuts

3) Energy response function: energy scale (Ε0.Ϯϯй), 
non-uniformity (Ε0.Ϯϴй), non-linearity (Ε0.4й) from 
detector calibration

4) 210Bi spectral
shape (diff.Ε18й)

Final syst:
-0.5 +0.6 
cpd/100t

Monte Carlo ї��simulate distorted datasets, 
fit with un-distorted PDFs

2020 Jun 23

corresponding to a flux of neutrinos on 
Earth of ϳ͘Ϭ�;оϭ͘ϵ��нϮ͘ϵͿ×108 cmо2 sо1

G. Ranucci - First detection of solar neutrinos from CNO cycle with Borexino 19



SNO+
Poster presentation (ZEP location : 3F. Majorana) 
MT10-060 Max Smiley 
MT10-078 Josephine Paton 
MT10-353 Lorna Nolan

Materials were provided by M. Chen, Thanks!



SNO+
Deep underground multi-purpose detector

29

•Deep underground location, 6010 m.w.e., 
greatly suppresses cosmogenic backgrounds. 
(Kamioka: 2700m.w.e., GranSasso: 3800 m.w.e.) 
•Pure water phase is May 2017 to July 2019 as 
a water Cherenkov detector filled with 905 
tonnes of ultra pure water.  
•Scintillator phase, which uses 780 tonnes of 
newly developed organic LS, is just started. 
•Tellurium phase will use tellurium-loaded liquid 
scintillator for experiment

Neutrinoless double beta decay, Geo- and Reactor 
antineutrinos, supernova, as well as solar neutrinos



Pure water phase
8B solar neutrinos: solar peak
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SNO+ 2019 paper

Same energy range (5.0 < Te < 15.0MeV)

Latest results with ~1/10 Radon level (new SNO+ cover gas system) 
make apparent lower backgrounds in solar neutrino measurement!

New results
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Pure water phase
8B solar neutrinos: solar peak
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Also 3.5 MeV threshold

Latest results with ~1/10 Radon level (new SNO+ cover gas system) 
make lower energy threshold possible in solar neutrino measurements!

5MeV threshold

New resultsNew results
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Pure water phase
8B solar neutrinos: Energy spectrum
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Good agreement with expectation



Scintillator phase
Partial fill

33

•Filling operations were paused in 2020 by 
COVID pandemic. 
•Partial fill: quiet period of low background data: 
   After Radon decayed, before filling resumed 
•Measured liquid Scintillator backgrounds: 
  214Bi-Po decayed coincidences 
      for U chain: (4.7±1.2)x10-17 gu/gLAB 

         for Th chain: (5.3±1.5)x10-17 gTh/gLAB 
 reaches SNO+ target for double beta decay. 
•Optical properties of liquid scintillator is Good! 
•Also physics from SNO+ partial fill period.

WATER EXTRACTION

SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT 
OF PFA WATER EXTRACTION
▸ Huge effort came to fruition 10th December 

2019 

▸ Tube is visible in our detector Photos. 

▸ Part of the scint plant increasing injection 
rate. 

▸ Mitigates spoiling RO units with ‘Mayo’  
(emulsified water+LAB Mixture)

17



Scintillator phase
Partial fill

34

Reconstructed by fitting using 
Cherenkov+Scintillation light combined pdf.

8B solar neutrinos 
above ~5MeV in SNO+

This is the first event-by-event direction reconstruction 
of MeV events in liquid scintillator!

See the poster MT10-060 M.Smiley See the poster MT10-078 J.Paton



Scintillator phase
Fill completed

35

Scintillator filling
• SNOLAB is leading the filling campaign
• Fill with purified LAB + 2g/L PPO

10/8/20 Jeanne Wilson – SNOLAB Seminar

Transfer via railcar from surface to underground

Purification and filling systems underground
29LAB quality

10/8/20 Jeanne Wilson – SNOLAB Seminar

LAB, Master Solution, and final scintillator assessed for quality hourly during purification plant operation and 
detector filling 
• Observe excellent clarity above PPO absorption (UV-Vis spectroscopy)
• Light yield in excess of calibration standards
Scintillator quality is even better than expected!

31

Completely filled with 2.2 g/L PPO in LAB 
Truly a monumental effort to complete this 
during the pandemic! 
•receiving shipments of LAB 
•transport from surface to underground through the mine, coordinating 
with mine operations logistics (during COVID) 
•distillation of LAB 
•water extraction and distillation of PPO 
•nitrogen stripping 
•nearly 5,000 QA shifts to verify optical properties of purified LS before 
sending it to the Acrylic Vessel 

Rn backgrounds in the detecter are decaying; quiet physics 
data taking is underway in SNO+ scintillator phase

Looking forward to seeing next results!



Summary



Conclusion and outlook
• The standard solar model and the MSW neutrino oscillation scenario has 
been established in solar neutrinos. 

• Lots of precise solar neutrino observation results are appeared from 
Super-K and Borexino. Recently, SNO+ has also started. 

• Still have several issues to be solved in future: 

• Δm2 tension between solar and KamLAND? 

• Solar metallicity problem, High-Z or Low-Z? 

• Next generation experiments are constructed and planed. I future, hope 
to understand more about solar neutrino both from neutrino physics and 
astrophysics

37



Thank you for your attention!


